Modules

In Tiki, a module is simply a box of content that can be placed in layout areas (eg: topbar, left, right, bottom, etc) and also in text areas (eg: wiki pages). All modules are included with the default Tiki installation.
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- Modules Revamp

Open wishes

[+]

Pending wishes

[+]

Closed wishes

[+]
Marc Laporte31 difficult3
- Error

luciahs d' being ♂2014-07-030
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 以来 since_last_visit on doc.tw.o doesn't link to individual new files but to their galleryXavier de Pedro4728
- Usability
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Regression

manivannans2013-12-020
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 以来 LDAP groups not syncingAlex Metcalfe7428
- Regression
- Upgrade Blocker

2019-02-282
ewong-28 Mar 19★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 以来 since_last_visit module should list calendar too Marc Laporte7428
- Feature request

sylvieg2014-02-180
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 以来 Title parameter for modules not working Marc Laporte25
- Error
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

2017-06-180
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 以来 Secure login post-login
redirection to standard HTTP broken/unclear

Error

2007-06-123
buggerme-19 Oct 07 module calendar (or calendar new) show two letters and not just one for week days

Feature request

2010-03-31
Arthur_Mullard-28 Mar 10 Last comments for trackers : module needed

Feature request

2010-04-21
mheller-26 Mar 10 Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Usability
Consistency

2010-04-21
mheller-26 Mar 10 Tikiwiki mailin is broken in 1.8.5; patches are simple, and attached

Error
Patch

2010-04-10
marclaporte-12 Jun 07 mod-func-adsense.php

Error

2010-01-15

Error

2010-06-18
marclaporte-13 Aug 07: Cartograf applied shows: failed to execute module in header which worked fine before the profile

Error
Can't drag and drop modules to blank spaces

Performance Problem with structure menu

top bar and similar Modules going full width causing visual disruption

upcoming_events module: only remove event when the event is over

Visibility -> section does not work for "wiki page"

Module order gets reset to 1 on save

Clicking the control panels in the new Admin module does nothing

Javascript toggle is broken

Categories mod breaks browse_categories

Babelfish
links module no longer works

- Error

2013-02-07

Expanding the Excercise Plugin so that user data is stored in database

- Feature request

2013-03-05

Admin Modules reverts to first tab (become totally unusable)

- Regression
- Release Blocker

2014-06-24

1.10: several module plugins in a wiki page show the same title for all of them (from the first)

- Error

2008-03-03

Module my_ledger (CC Mod) not showing balance if using param float=>right

- Error

2009-08-08

user_tasks module is broken (does not show the tasks)

- Error

Philippe Cloutier 2009-10-074

a module would be wonderful for the new slideshow features (mootools and jquery)

- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

2013-04-22

ranklib->forums_ranking_last_topics() broken (forums_last_posts)

- Regression

2010-05-251

Module since_last_visit_new shows unapproved comments

- Usability
- Consistency
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Philippe Cloutier 2011-01-040

Errors on top of tiki-objectpermissions.php page
Philippe Cloutier 2010-09-17
Lusserall-15 Sep 10
Updated items should have permissions checking

mrisch 2006-06-07
When I'm logged on this dev.tikiwiki.org site, the login box disappears.

Michel Van Eeckhout 2007-05-14
Undefined index on last_modif_tracker_items module

Marc Laporte 2007-08-12
last_tracker_items is blank (and we use after reporting a bug)

2009-04-170
last forum post module does not display posts

matoc 2010-11-081
Automatic and dynamic page TOC like DocuWiki

Arild Berg 2013-08-240
Allow for rss feeds to use description data instead of title data for items (a la Yahoo Weather)

kingpin2k 2017-06-18
Parameters mouseover in login module (switch user): is this intentional?

Marc Laporte 2010-09-090
After upgrade to 2.2, Last
Files module is empty.  jhamell210
  • Error
  • Regression

2011-06-08
🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 (0) 📣 'Last Changed' module formatting is inconsistent  jh wheuer 210
  • Usability
  • Consistency

jh wheuer 2017-06-18
🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 (0) 📣 dev.tiki.org: module title background color is a different red that the rest  Marc Laporte 1 low10 easy 10
  • Consistency

2014-08-037
marclaporte-31 Jul 14

Modules